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Each year you need adventure,
transformation, and renewal
according to the experts at
Indagare.

BY FURTHERMORE EDITORS |

THE PLACES / ADVENTURES

January 16 , 2017

Sometimes you crave an adventurous

vacation that involves thrilling

activities and getting outside of your

comfort zone. Other times, you may

be itching for a trip that’s going to

utterly transform your outlook on life

via exposure to a new culture or event

(think: a karma-cleansing ceremony.)

And then, when you just need to

disconnect or reset, you may seek out

a more healing getaway focused on

renewal.

The experts at Indagare, a

membership-based travel company

that specializes in bespoke, luxury

experiences around the world, say we

should book trips for these three

reasons—adventure, transformation,

and renewal—in order to truly reap all

the rewards that traveling has to offer

us in body, mind, and spirit.

Of course, there are many

destinations that fit the bill for each of

these themes, but the Indagare pros

have highlighted three locations that

are particularly attuned to whole-self

wellness. In our three-part series, we

provide all the intel you need to travel

for any reason.

Week 1: Travel for… Adventure in
Chilean Patagonia

Go glacier trekking, horseback riding,

or hiking in the Torres del Paine

National Park where you’ll have never-

ending Instagram opportunities

amongst the jagged peaks and

opaque blue ice fields.

Week 2: Travel for…
Transformation in Indonesia

From sunrise yoga to scuba diving to

ancient rituals, find out how a trip to

this incredible land will transform your

body and mind.

Week 3: Travel for…  Renewal in the
American Southwest

Cell service is not a guarantee in this

desolate land known for healing

ailments inside and out. You won’t

miss it in the least.

The best part: Indagare and

Furthermore have partnered to offer

you the chance to win one of the

featured journeys detailed in this

series, a week-long trip for two to

Chilean Patagonia, including:

2 round-trip tickets to Chile from

LATAM airlines

A 3-night, all-inclusive stay at the

award-winning Tierra Patagonia

A 2-night stay at Viña Vik, with a

tasting at their world-class winery

A 2-night stay at The Singular

Santiago

Indagare Elite Membership,

including trip planning

Find out how to enter here
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Chilean Patagonia offers
exhilarating excursions against
an epic backdrop.

THE PLACES / ADVENTURES

January 16 , 2017

Furthermore and the travel experts at

Indagare have partnered to bring you

a three-part travel series covering

adventure (Chilean Patagonia),

transformation (Indonesia), and

renewal (American Southwest). For

more about the series, read this
intro. To enter the sweepstakes to win

a trip to Chilean Patagonia, click
here.

Patagonia epitomizes the ultimate

far-flung adventurous destination.

In photographs, the landscape seems

almost otherworldly—striated

mountains pierce the blue sky, rolling

hills play host to herds of wild horses,

and colossal glaciers carve a

unyielding path—and in person,

Chilean Patagonia is even more

extraordinary. Set in one of the

farthest corners of the earth, this

region combines thrilling activities

with uber-luxe accommodations
and inspires introspection, exploration,

and an appreciation for the natural

world.

WHAT TO DO

The region’s star attraction is the

Torres del Paine National Park.

Punctuated by jagged peaks, it also

boasts valleys, lakes, and glaciers such

as Grey, a massive, opaque blue ice

field that is best experienced via a

four-hour trek. Adding to the (good)

drama is the sense of solitude you’ll

experience here—oftentimes the only

other life forms you will encounter are

passing condors, guanaco, and puma.

WHERE TO STAY

Travelers looking for unrivaled hiking,

horseback riding, and glacier trekking

often have to sacrifice creature

comforts to explore remote regions.

This is not the case in the Chilean

Patagonia, which is home to some of

the world’s best properties. Here, after

eight-hour excursions, travelers can

unwind in A-plus accommodations

with gourmet cuisine and stellar spa

treatments. 

Singular Patagonia

This hotel, on the fringe of southern

Patagonia, is the perfect spot to stay

for two nights before moving deeper

into the region. Set in a former

factory, the industrial-cool hotel

boasts 54 rooms and is a designated

historical monument, complete with

original aspects like a Victorian engine

room. The property offers a number of

activities unique to its location,

including kayaking through the fjords,

fly-fishing, and sailing.

Adventure Moment : Singular’s

boat makes excursions to nearby

fjords and glaciers, and afterwards,

guests are welcomed to the hotel’s

private estancia (similar to a

ranch).

Read Indagare’s full hotel review

Tierra Patagonia

Hugging the rolling hillside, the snake-

like Tierra hotel emphasizes the

surrounding landscape, and each of

its 40 rooms is anchored by a picture

window that frames the iconic three

peaks of Torres del Paine National

Park. Adorned with blonde wood and

sheepskin rugs, the rustic-chic

accommodations are particularly ideal

for families, especially those looking to

socialize, as all the excursions are

group experiences.

Adventure Moment: The Cornisas

excursion takes guests to a

mountain ridge to watch condors

fly overhead. The five-mile hike is

moderate in difficulty and offers

360-degree views of the

surrounding landscape.

Read Indagare’s full hotel review

Awasi Patagonia

One of Patagonia’s most exclusive

properties is the 12-villa Awasi, which

draws adventurers looking for

seclusion and chicly appointed

accommodations. The only hotel that

offers private excursions, Awasi

supplies each of its stand-alone villas

with its own vehicle, driver, and guide.

Adventure Moment: Awasi offers

an exclusive horseback-riding

experience at Baguales, a bucolic

area 90 minutes northeast of Torres

del Paine on the Argentina border.

The tour is led by a young,

charismatic gaucho whose family

has owned land in the area for

generations.

Read Indagare’s full hotel review

Read Indagare's Chilean Patagonia

Destination Report 

To enter the sweepstakes to win a trip

to Chilean Patagonia, click here
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Whether you come for the
jungles or the temples, you’ll
leave changed—in both mind
and body.

BY INDAGARE EDITORS |  THE PLACES

January 16 , 2017

Furthermore and the travel experts at

Indagare have partnered to bring you

a three-part travel series covering

adventure (Chilean Patagonia),

transformation (Indonesia), and

renewal (American Southwest). For

more about the series, read this
intro. To enter the sweepstakes to win

a trip to Chilean Patagonia, click
here.

A deeply spiritual land, the

Indonesian archipelago, which

comprises more than 17,000 islands,

including Bali, Sumba Island, and

Java, encourages physical and

emotional transformation. The

country is blanketed with both

volcanic black and pristine white sand

beaches, lush jungles, emerald-green

rice paddies, ancient temples, and

bungalow-chic hotels. It’s known as a

destination for travelers looking to

overhaul their lives, whether it be with

a digital detox, yoga retreat, or

months-long meditation sabbatical.

WHAT TO DO

Can’t-miss experiences revolve around

wellbeing, whether through a karma

cleansing ceremony to rebalance the

spirit, a Hindu rite of passage, or a

local-led hike to a sacred temple like

Besakih. Eating and getting pampered

here can be transformative as well—

most of the resorts incorporate local

products into their culinary and spa

programs (the latter are some of the

world’s best), and many fund

foundations that guests can volunteer

with. Thrill seekers can experience

some incredible wave breaks and

attend full moon bonfire dances. It’s

also a bucket-list destination for

scuba divers.

WHERE TO STAY

Como Shambhala, Ubud

The 22 guesthouses that make up this

23-acre property are made of local

stone, wood, and traditional alang-

alang roofing. The villas are situated in

one of five themed residence clusters,

each boasting a sumptuous

communal outdoor living space and

semi-private pool. Rooms showcase

Asian antiques, local crafts, and offer

dreamy four-poster beds with white

mosquito netting. The famed open-air

jungle spa, with its pools near the

resort’s two restaurants, is world-

reknowned.

Transformation Moment: Book a

consultation with the on-site

Ayurvedic practitioner, who can

arrange a customized roster of spa

treatments according to your

physical and spiritual needs. 

Read Indagare’s full hotel review

Amanjiwo, Java

Modeled after the world’s largest

Buddhist monument (Borobudur,

located one kilometer away),

Amanjiwo’s focus is on culture and

spirituality. Set in central Java, the 30-

suite resort is located in a

mountainous, rice-terraced region and

provides a serene hideaway with a

yoga pavilion and 120-foot-long

swimming pool. But off-property

excursions are the draw here, and

guests are encouraged to immerse

themselves in the Javanese way of life,

whether on elephant treks through the

lush banyan tree–strewn hills or at a

religious ceremony at a nearby village.

Transformation Moment: Take a

sunrise hike up Borobudur, followed

by a picnic breakfast overlooking

the monument.

Read Indagare’s full hotel review

Amanwana, Moyo

The only resort on Moyo island, the

20-tent Amanwana (meaning

‘peaceful forest’) highlights the

elements that make Indonesia so

great—the rich flora and fauna and

the belief that relaxation and

adventure can provide healing. Sitting

within the Moyo nature reserve, which

is filled with jungle waterfalls,

macaque monkeys, and wild boar, the

luxury resort looks out at the Flores

Sea. Guests can also expect private

beach BBQs and evenings under the

stars.

Transformation Moment: Book a

milk bath at the Jungle Cove Spa.

Read Indagare’s full hotel review

Amanikan or Amandira

Both based at Amanwana, the luxury

hotel brand’s two phinisis (traditional

Indonesian sailing ships) provide five-

star luxury for guests looking to

explore the Indonesia archipelago by

sea. The Amanikan and Amandira,

with three and five cabins,

respectively, are both decorated in the

resort’s signature minimalist style and

sail the same routes. From the

comfort of the private charters,

guests can access the most

biologically diverse underwater sites in

Indonesia.

Transformation Moment: Visit the

World Heritage Komodo National

Park, one of the few locations

where the endangered Komodo

dragons can be viewed in their

natural habitat.

Nihiwatu, Sumba Island

Nihiwatu was a longtime surfer’s

mecca before being taken over by

Chris Burch (co-founder of Tory Burch)

in 2012. Although he upgraded the eco

property to include chic villas and

restaurants, he kept the focus on

preserving the local community and

landscape. Visitors get access to “The

Wave,” one of the best surfing spots in

the world, and the stunning hotel

doubles as a charity; the Sumba

Foundation aims to eradicate Malaria

from the island and 90% of its funding

comes from Nihiwatu guests.

Transformation Moment: Partake

in activities with local

schoolchildren through the Sumba

Foundation, which has had a

profound impact on the local

people.

Read Indagare’s full hotel review

Read Indagare's Indonesia Destination

Report
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The American Southwest is
known for its wide open spaces
—and healing both inside and
out.

BY INDAGARE EDITORS |  THE PLACES

January 16 , 2017

Furthermore and the travel experts at

Indagare have partnered to bring you

a three-part travel series covering

adventure (Chilean Patagonia),

transformation (Indonesia), and

renewal (American Southwest). For

more about the series, read this
intro. To enter the sweepstakes to win

a trip to Chilean Patagonia, click
here.

Oftentimes, the best way to reset is to

completely disconnect, and in the

American Southwest visitors can

experience a desolate landscape in

near privacy. (Here, cell service is a

luxury, not a given). Home to multiple

national parks including the Grand

Canyon as well as Sedona, a longtime

destination for healers and those who

come seeking their skills, the region

beckons road trippers, hikers, and

travelers in search of solitude and

rejuvenation.

WHAT TO DO

Some of the best activities include

guided treks in the parks and

watersports on Lake Powell. But the

heart of the region is undoubtedly

Sedona, a spiritual town known for its

red rocks and large concentration of

tarot-card–wielding psychics. Visitors

here can enjoy therapies including

astrology readings and past-life

regression. The area is known for

healing ailments inside and out—

whether you’ve just changed jobs,

gone through a divorce, or

experienced the death of a loved one.

WHERE TO STAY

Mii amo, Sedona, Arizona

Mii amo, which means “journey” in a

Native American language, focuses on

one’s personal journey to health and

wellness. Boynton Canyon, where the

spa is located, is known to have a

vortex (or energy field) attracting

many of the best alternative therapy

practitioners in the country. The area

is considered a center for rebirth and

rejuvenation by the Native American

population who once inhabited the

area. For those interested in reiki, past

life regressions, astrology or cranial

sacral therapy, this is the place to try

it. Spa programs last either three,

four, or seven days, and the

surrounding red rocks provide ample

hiking opportunity, so guests can be

as sedentary or active as they please.

Renewal Moment: Book a psychic

massage. One of the healers,

Bahkta, has clients who return

every year. Many guests feel special

energy during treatments and step

away with a clearer understanding

of themselves.

Read Indagare’s full hotel review.

Amangiri, Utah

Located on 100 acres in the

southeastern Utah desert, Amangiri

mimics its environment so closely that

the hotel is nearly camouflaged in the

rocky, windswept landscape.

Comprised of a series of low-rise

buildings, this 34-room escape is the

most luxurious way to experience the

wild southwest. Guests can navigate

the surrounding acreage with expert

guides, hop in one of the property’s

complimentary BMWs for a midday

jaunt, or unwind with the personal

trainer or a dedicated masseuse at

the wellness center.

Renewal Moment: Spend a full day

at the 25,000 square-foot spa,

which boasts a water pavilion with

hydrotherapy rooms, a watsu pool

offering water shiatsu, and outdoor

treatment terraces.

Read Indagare’s full hotel review

Read Indagare's Arizona and Utah
Destination Reports
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